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About This Game

BECOME THE MASTER (mini) THIEF!

Can you escape with the loot? Play as the Master Thief and steal as much as you can. Burgle houses in order to obtain some
sweet, sweet loot. But be careful not to get caught!.

Your objective is simple, search the area for items which are exchangeable for money. Each level you pass will increase in
difficulty. The more difficult the level is the more loot you will obtain.

Avoid the owner at all costs! If he catches you, well, you lose everything! including your money!
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This dlc doesn't have Taiawn's Flag.
\u9019\u500bDLC\u6c92\u6709\u53f0\u7063\u570b\u65d7. got that game in a sale.
i enjoyed it, imho no too worse cons, therefore a recommendation from me.

pros
* nice music & ambience sounds
* story and scenery
* mini games are more difficult than in most other games of this kind
* you cannot collect items which you "don't know" you need them - you have to "gain" the knowledge to need them first
* liked the "4-part-construction" hidden object minigame

cons
* the spoken dialogs are often "not very enthusiastic" regarding the current scene (e.g. something exciting happens and the
character sounds like she is announcing the news)
* tutorial has not worked (neither on difficult nor on easy difficulty setting) - took me some time to notice the "step back"
button
. Not happy with the game. Its a decent concept. Needs to be smothed out better and more developed. Tutorial is lacking. I'd pay
99 cents for it maybe. I've spent 30 minutes and I'm bored already and somewhat confused.

ALSO! SAVE MY SOUND SETTINGS!

OMFG. I'm watching a show, and get defeated, and them BAM full blast music from the game blasting out. This is enough to
make me ask for a refund.

You can actually get stuck on the tutorial. If you reseaerched extra, you won't have enough wood to make. Tomb Raider: Legend
\u2013 Review

Tomb Raider Legend is a massive return to form for the series, a series that has not seen a critical or commercially successful
entry since 1999\u2019s The Last Revelation. Since that game seven years have passed, two unsuccessful games, one successful
movie and one unsuccessful movie had left Lara and her Tomb Raider series feeling a product of the 90\u2019s, never to return.
Also since the last game we have new developers in California based Crystal Dynamics. Core had been removed from all Tomb
Raider games after the disappointment of Tomb Raider: Angel of Darkness and now an American developer was taking on one
of Britain\u2019s most iconic names.

In Tomb Raider: Legend, British archaeologist-adventurer Lara Croft returns. A key event in her back-story is a plane crash in
Nepal in the Himalayas she survived with her mother Amelia. Publicly she was the only survivor of the crash, while her mother
was apparently killed upon interacting with a magical artifact in a Nepalese temple where they took shelter. After her ordeal,
Lara goes on archaeological expeditions with her father Richard before his disappearance and presumed death in Cambodia
when she is sixteen. In the years since, she has become both famous and infamous for her work as an archaeologist and explorer,
privately driven by the need to understand her mother's fate. Tomb Raider Legend is a full re-boot for the series. A new game
engine and back story have been put together for the game in order to allow CD to put its own stamp on the series. Original
Tomb Raider creator Toby Guard was invited to CD\u2019s offices in California to advise on the game, ensuring the new
games stays true to the original series roots.

The funny thing about Tomb Raider: Legend is how much has changed, yet remained the same. CD made distinct changes to the
game's every aspect, yet Legend is still very much a Tomb Raider action-adventure title. Lara no longer controls like a tank on
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ice, she moves around the environment with ease, she still can do all the things from previous games but this time everything
feels free and easy. When shimmying across a cliffside or climbing up a mountain, for example, by pressing a single button Lara
can double time it across the object. This is pulled off by rhythmically pushing the button to her motion. Seems simple enough,
but it actually speeds up the game's pace, an idea the previous six games could've used. Little changes create a sense of
experimentation and playfulness in Legend. Lara pulls off a beautiful swan dive from a 20-story cliff into a lake. By pressing
and holding a button while grabbing a cliffside, Lara can transform a normal jump into a silky smooth back-bend to a perfect
landing. If you time it right, she executes a series of back flips and summersaults.

Combat has also been improved, again small changes to the way she animates makes combat far more enjoyable. She can shoot
while in mid-air and run and jump of enemies enabling a bullet-time style back flip which looks very cool. She has a multi-
purpose grappling hook that hauls enemies into her clutches. She also has a slide attack, which can send enemies into a nice
juggle; and she can hit and kick, too. On the weapons front, Lara can wield two weapons and grenades simultaneously, and her
trademark pistols never run out of bullets. She can also use an MP5, Assault Rifle, shotgun, grenades as well as a grenade
launcher. Medical kits are found throughout the levels, stored in the inventory and can be applied with a one button press.
It\u2019s not all good news however; enemy AI (both human and animal) is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, getting caught on the environment, not knowing Lara is standing next
to them and just standing in the open for Lara to shoot. Combat is still fun however, it\u2019s just noticeable in 2019 how bad
the AI is here, and to be fair it was bad for 2006.

Regardless of which system you buy this on, Crystal Dynamics' art direction and design are top notch. The menus and interfaces
are all sleek, easy, and fast. The game really is attractive on all levels. Obviously, the Xbox 360 and PC versions will shine the
brightest. In particular, the Xbox 360 version offers an enormous amount of specialty shaders and lighting techniques that add
texture and detail to otherwise normal environments. The water effects, large, well-detailed level, explosions, and the clarity of
all the objects, enemies, and creatures are all high.

Lara will ride a handful of vehicles in Legend. The main new vehicle is a motorcycle, which Lara will mount twice in the game.
The motorcycle riding is simple stuff. It serves more to break up the action than to provide much of a thrill, it\u2019s a liner
ride down a straight road with jumps and enemies to shoot. Speaking of Liner the level design in Tomb Raider Legend is rather.
The levels themselves look great and are a blast to explore; Lara will explore old Tombs as well as visit more modern
environments such as sky scrapers. The entire levels house the typical mix of Tomb Raider action, exploration and puzzles, but
all three elements to that tri-force feel great, a perfect balance in my opinion. Two Tombs in particular rank among the very best
in the series, my only gripe would be the length of the game. It took me four and a half hours to complete, admittedly it was my
4th or 5th play through but all the same this won\u2019t take even first time players more than 6 hours to complete. When you
compare that to previous games it\u2019s very short indeed.

The Croft Mansion is back. Instead of a training ground, however, it's Lara's own personal tomb to raid, filled with an array of
great puzzles. The mansion is a freestanding home that's meant just for exploration, outside of the story proper. It's filled with
collectables, secrets and hidden stuff. As are all the levels and collecting these can lead to new outfits for Lara to ware, pistol
upgrades, director\u2019s commentary and artworks. So there is reason to return after the story is finished.

Tomb Raider: Legend is a massive return to form for the series, Eidos did the right thing changing the status quo and brining in
a new developer. Tomb Raider now feels like a game for the 21st century and is a blast to play. It\u2019s up there with the best
the series has to offer and despite its short run time the collectables and new outfits will keep you coming back time and time
again.

PC \u2013 9.2\/10 Xbox 360 \u2013 9.3\/10 PS2\/GameCube \u2013 9.0\/10 Xbox - 9.1\/10. Hi everybody, I need your help. I
bought this game yesterday and when I log into any game, it just kicks me out after 10-20 seconds and it says: 'Connection lost'
but my Wi-Fi is good in every other game. If somebody knows how to fix this, please send your answer to my e-mail:
sfdhelpmeplease@email.cz. I am looking forward to see some answers from anybody. Thanks so much to anybody trying to help
me. Good luck in your game!. These devs are geniuses of making money. Fifth game of the series, same concept, just a few
small changes in levels. Geniuses.. You can find Shanon after a little-quest (Woman dressed in red under a tree) in Dona, the
village to South East in White Fog Forest

https:\/\/68.media.tumblr.com\/815c458f860dd362a0ea2b24523a9661\/tumblr_osk3lltk7x1u2xy39o1_1280.png
. overall it's a good music game for relax.
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ABSOLUTELY UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCE should you waste your money on this blatant pathetic excuse of a remastered
game. The HD graphics are a complete and utter joke! I have also lost count of how many times this game has crashed when
attempting to save\/purchase items. You would be best to either find a ROM, DS or smart phone. This game deserves the
remaster that we fans want; it is a classic and one of the best RPGs to date (imo). SE should be ashamed of releasing this trailer
park trash of a remaster that is a complete dumpster fire. One crappy A$$ed port.... It took around about 5-10 minutes until I
got the premium. You may have to restart to enable it.. It's a really fun fly-shoot game for what it costs. it has a good amount of
dufficulty, fun powerups, and cool looking enemies. 7\/10.. FUN BUT NEEDS MORE CONTENT. ALSO, WHAT
HAPPENED TO THE 1ST. The program is useful if you only use default generator parts and supported dlc parts. But when you
import custom parts they don't catogorize properly, this is a nifty little program but with bugs like that it's hard to use. So until
it's fixed a little better i wouldn't recommend this software. Mediocre Old School platformer, not much can be said. It can be
little bit hooking if you want search things but it has also odd level designs which can be annoying. Good catch to those who
owned this on the 90s, to the others I recommend Crystal Caves which is much better platformer in my opinion.

. 4\/10 Rating
The story is a bit loose and funny at the same time. I must say this isn\u2019t worth the time or money even on sale price\u2026
Sorry but this is true as the objectives doesn\u2019t really change as all you do is drive around and kill the bandits that tries to
capture the people you need to protect. What were really nice are the boss fights and the bonus levels.
. A fun game, try it out (for now).. This is a decent DLC. I got it on sale for $1.40, it is worth it at that price but I can't finish
this mission. My economy is booming, problem is the cheese outputs didn't actually leave the dock at the rate I wanted it to (I
had over 4,000 per shipment for export, only about 500 left) so that made things slow. To add to this, the mandate ends that
quickly that for me on three attempts, the mandate offers you, as the president get, aren't enough.

The building is the only thing I overly like, it provides a good sustainble amount of income.

Purchase on sale, its a good challenge but after three attempts, I gave up. It isn't very optimised task wise as becoming
independant barely happens, I got to 62% and nothing happened, I red on the internet someone reached 75%+ and he couldn't
declare independance, so its a miss. 4\/10.

----

Thanks for reading my review! If you like my reviews and care to read more, feel free to join Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). 
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/AntwogReviews

If you have questions comment below or post in Antwog's Analysis (Reviews) general discussion page. If you liked it, give it a
rating.. love this game!
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